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POLICY ISSUE
March 18, 1994 SECY-94-074

(InformatiOn)
|

FOR: The Commissioners

FROM: James M. Taylor, Executive Director for Operations

SUBJECT: PLAN OF ACTION FOR RULEMAKING ON PART 40, LICENSING 0F SOURCE
MATERIAL

PURPOSE:

| To inform the Commission of the current staff plans with regard to the
updating of 10 CFR Part 40, Licensing of Source Material, taking into account
the public comments received on the Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
(ANPRM) published on October 28, 1992 (57 FR 48749).

SUMMARY:
,

The staff has reviewed the comments submitted in response to the ANPRM and
has updated overall plans for rulemaking giving consideration to the comments
received and the current status of related activities. The plans address the
basic scope of rulemaking and describe an approach to handling the various
issues in a number of different actions. Such an approach was discussed in
the ANPRM.

BACKGROUND:

In an SRM dated October 13, 1989, and reiterated in SRM's dated July 28, 1990
and March 19, 1991, the Commission directed the staff to reevaluate existing
exemptions of radioactive material from regulatory control. The staff
conducted a preliminary reevaluation of the exemptions contained in Parts 30
and 40 and initiated a contract to reevaluate the potential public exposures
resulting from the use of these exemptions. As a result of its preliminary
reevaluation, the staff concluded that the control of source material
distributed for exempt use should be improved by making the requirements for
distributors of exempt source material contained in Part 40 more comparable to
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requirements for distributors of exempt byproduct material and products
contained in Part 30. The staff also concluded that an annual reporting
period (in place of 5 years) should be reinstated for the distribution of
byproduct materials for exempt use. Noting that the control of source
material distributed for use under the general license in 5 40.22 also needed
improvement, the staff recommended that the regulations pertaining to source
material should be reviewed overall for updating needs (both of these actions
were addressed in SECY-90-345).

In the SRM dated March 19, 1991, which responded to SECY-90-345, the
Commission directed the staff to develop an ANPRM announcing the Commission's
intent to reexamine and update Part 40 specifically to be more consistent with
Part 30 and the revised standards for radiation protection in Part 20. This
same SRM directed the staff to resume an annual period for reporting of
byproduct material distributed for exempt use. The ANPRM was developed by the
staff, approved by the Commission in an SRM dated October 6, 1992 (responding
to SECY-92-280), and published on October 28, 1992. The ANPRM discussed a
number of issues that the staff had identified for consideration in rulemaking
and invited public comment on those issues as well as any others commenters
could identify with respect to updating Part 40. The ANPRM also noted the
ongoing effort to reevaluate specific exemptions from licensing in both
Parts 30 and 40. A copy of the ANPRM is included as Enclosure 1 for ease of
reference.

The discussion of issues in the ANPRM was categorized into four major
-

elements: exemptions, general licenses, specific licenses (other than mills),
and mills and mill tailings. The following briefly summarizes the issues
presented in the ANPRM for each of these areas.

~.

Exemotions: The basic issue in the ANPRM concerning exemptions was improving
the control of source material released to unrestricted use through more
specific requirements on licensees who commercially distribute products or
materials to exempt persons.

General Licenses: The issues raised for generally licensed source material
were (1) whether the activities authorized in the general license in s 40.22
are sufficiently limited so that the workers and the general public are
adequately protected, and (2) whether the general license in s 40.25 is
effective in the current regulatory environment.

Specific Licenses (other than mills): The primary issue for consideration was
whether licensing requirements in Part 40 should be made more specific and
tailored to major categories of use.

-

Mills and Mill Tailinasa There * ore six issues discussed in the ANPRM: (1)
whether to amend the regulations to authorize the use of feed materials other
than natural are in uranium mills; (2) whether to amend the regulations to
address requests by mill licensees to dispose of waste materials that do not
meet the definition of byproduct material into tailings impoundments; (3) how
best to amend Part 40, Appendix A, to conform to the Environmental Protection
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Agency (EPA) amendments to 40 CFR Part 11,2, Subpart D, to address Clean Air
Act requirements; (4) whether to amend the regulations to address the
licensing of a commercial disposal site for mill tailings, including wastes
from in-situ extraction operations; (5) whether to amend the regulations to
address the disposal of waste from in-situ leaching operations at the leaching
site; and (6) whether to initiate a rulemaking to address the obligation of
the NRC in 5 84a(3) of the Atomic Energy Act to obtain EPA concurrence that
the NRC's regulations for uranium mill tailings are comparable to EPA
requirements applicable to similar wastes under the Solid Waste Disposal Act
(SWDA).

DISCUSSION:

The comment period on the ANPRM ended on January 26, 1993. Copies of the
ANPRM were distributed to all materials licensees. Copies of NUREG/CR-5881, a
contractor report prepared to support the ANPRM, were included in the
distribution to licensees categorized primarily as source material licensees.

Fifteen comment letters were received. The commenters included NASA, three
States, and one public interest group; the remaining were industry or
industrial organizations, some of which were licensees and some not, and
included four representing the mining and milling industry.

The commenters were generally supportive of the need for change, although a.
number of concerns and questions were raised in specific areas. Nothing in
the comments leads the sicff to change the basic preliminary plans made in
developing the ANPRM. Ins comments focused almost entirely on the' specific
issues discussed in the ANPRM and NUREG/CR-5881. The comments have been
reviewed and resolved to the extent necessary to determine an overall plan of
action for rulemaking. Some details of the resolution of the comments will be
addressed during development of applicable rulemaking. A general discussion
of the comments and staff responses for the four elements mentioned above, as
well as a few issues raised which were outside the scope of rulemaking and the
options for rulemaking, is included as Enclosure 2.

Overall plan for Rulemakina: An outline of the plan for rulemaking (with
tentative schedules) is provided as Enclosure 3. The plan includes four
rulemakings, one of which has already been initiated (and a proposed rule has
been published). The four are: non-mill issues, phase I and phase II;
conforming Appendix A to recent revisions of 40 CFR Part 192; and other mill
issues. The following discusses this plan:

Non-mill issues. The possible need for a two step approach to tha revision of
Part 40 (specifically because of information needs in the areas of exemptions
and general licenses) was discussed in the ANPRM and NUREG/CR-5881. Although.
some information was provided by the commenters concerning the use of the
exemptions and the f 40.22 general license, it was not extensive enough to
support a single comprehensive revision of Part 40. The two step approach
suggested in NUREG/CR-5881 and the ANPRM appears appropriate and more
efficient. This approach called for a phase I rule which would improve

|

;
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control of materials distributed to exempt use and to 6 40.22 general
licensees as well as provide the information needed to support potential
additional controls to be addressed in a phase II rulemaking.

Phase I. As proposed in the ANPRM, the phase I rule would consider
requirements that: (1) distribution of source material to persons exempt from
licensing and to persons using the general license in 6 40.22 be made under a
specific license; (2) distributors report annually the quantities of materials
distributed under exemption (in the case of products, the quantity per product
and the number of products); and (3) distributors of source material for use
under 6 40.22 report on a quarterly basis the quantitles distributed and the
identities of general licensees to whom materials were distributed.

The addition of a provision for the Sealed Source and Device Registry System
to Part 40 is the only other change identified through this action for non-
mill specific licensees. It is planned to also include this change in phase I
as it does not depend on the information to be obtained through this first
rulemaking and is a simple, non-controversial amendment. In addition, because
(1) the phase I rule is limited primarily to reporting by distributors and
(2) the parallel lower priority rulemaking to reinstate annual reporting
periods in place of 5-year reporting for distributors of products exempt under
Part 30 has not progressed as a result of higher priority efforts, it now
appears more efficient use of staff resources to combine this effort into the
phase I rule as well. A combined effort would also help to assure consistency
between Parts 30 and 40 in this area. The staff plans to prepare the phase I
rule for EDO signature as it does not involve a significant policy issue. It
is expected to take approximately 20 months to complete this action. This
rulemaking action will be titled " Distribution of Source and Byproduct

;Material: Licensing and Reporting Requirements." |

Phase II. A phase II rule would be undertaken at least 1 year after
completion of the phase I rulemaking. Additional time might be necessary to
develop an adequate data base for decisionmaking. The timing would depend in
part on details concerning the timing of submittals of information in the
phase I rule (e.g., whether calendar year data is required, how much time is
allowed after the end of the reporting period to submit report, etc.). The
information gained as a result of the phase I rulemaking would provide a basis
for determining what additional changes are appropriate in the area of
exemptions and the general license in 6 40.22. The phase II rulemaking would
consider such things as QA requirements for manufacturers / distributors of
exempt products, labelling requirements for various exempt products, and
further restrictions on quantities of source material or its uses under the

l6 40.22 general license. Phase II might ultimately be combined with any !effort to eliminate or modify specific exemptions as a result of the
reevaluation of exemptions.

Mill issues (Conforming to 40 CFR 192, Subpart D). The separate rulemaking to
anform Appendix A of Part 40 to EPA's regulations in 40 CFR Part 192,
Subpart D should be completed by May 1994 so that EPA may take final action in
June 1994 to rescind Subpart T before its stay expires. The other rulemaking
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actions in this plan will not be started until the conforming rule is
completed. Note, in the Memorandum of Understanding that began the process to
rescind Subpart T, the involved agencies also agreed to work toward
elimination of the dual regulation presented by Subpart W of 40 CFR Part 61,
which applies to operational mill tailings piles. To date, no further
discussions have taken place with regard to subpart W. Thus, it is premature
for this plan to .cpecifically cover any future actions that may be undertaken.
However, if it becomes necessary for NRC to pursue that process through
rulemaking, the application of resources could impact the schedule for the
planned revisions to Part 40.

#f77 issues - Other. In addition to the six issues in the area of mills and
mill tailings discussed in the ANPRM, a seventh issue had been identified by
the staff which concerned the application of siting criteria to existing mill
tailings sites. This issue was purposely omitted from the ANPRM because it
relates to the West Chicago case which was under appeal to the Commission at
the time. Although this case has not been fully resolved, the staff holds the
view that Criterion 1 of Appendix A concerning siting of tailings piles should
be clarified. Criterion 1 contains the considerations to be made in siting
and design decisions for mill tailings disposal sites. The licensing staff
believes that the application of the considerations in Criterion 1 to an
existing site should be different than in the case of a potential new site.
The West Chicago Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board (ASLAB) .

interpretation that they should be applied in the same manner is contrary to
the licensing staff's position. Consideration of whether such a distinction
would be appropriate for any other criterion in Appendix A should also be
made.

With the addition of this issue, the remaining mill issues would involve
amendments in three areas: the definition of ore, clarification of
requirements applicable to independent commercial tailings disposal, and
clarification of Criterion 1 of Appendix A. These changes would be intended
to clarify the regulations to reflect the Commission's and/or staff's existing
interpretations, would have limited impact on ongoing licensing practices, and
are in no way tied in with the other issues being considered. Because of_ this
and because of the need to coordinate rulemaking affecting mills with other
related activities, e.g. licensing actions on Envirocare and revision of mill
tailings guidance documents (which are discussed in Enclosure 2), these issues
can more efficiently be handled in a separate rulemaking. The schedule will
be worked out with coordination between the appropriate staff offices after
further progress in completing the related activities and the rulemaking
conforming to 40 CFR Part 192, Subpart D. This rule would be handled
essentially in parallel with the non-mill-issues rulemakings.

i
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RESOURCES:

Resources for both rulemaking and implementation of the mill rule conforming
Appendix A of Part 40 to EPA standards are included in the FY 1994-1998 Five-
Year Plan (FYP). The other updates of Part 40 will be accomplished with three
additional rulemaking actions. Resources are included in the FYP ta conduct
these rulemaking actions. However, the resources for the implementation of
these three rules have not yet been included in the FYP. Resources for the-
implementation of the phase I non-mill rule will be addressed during the
preparation of the FY 1995-1999 FYP. Resource needs for implementation of the_
phase II non-mill and the second mill rulemakings will be addressed as each is'
developed.

COORDINATION:

The Office of the General Counsel has reviewed this paper and has no legal
objection.

;

|

[ |f,
Ja es H. T lor

ecutive irector
for Operations

|

Enclosures-
1. ANPRM (October 28, 1992; 57 FR 48749) i

2. Summary of comments and staff responses
3. Outline of plan for rulemaking
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were subs'tantillly similAr'to those mate W .
[ efainst radiation;%is advance notice aforth for byproduct material in to CFR .

.

! o pmposedrulemakingisbeingissued'

to solicit comments and ,~ part 30.%erefore, the existing structure
* recommendauons from interested and general requirements have not been

parues on the issues that have been evaluated for conformance with the
identified as candidates for current radiation safety standards and I

consideration in this rulemakin'g. . current industry needs, practices, and
DATES: Comment period expires January capabilities.
20,1993. Comments received after this Some of the exemptions from ;

}
date will be considered if it is practical licensing for certain consumer products, i

I to do so, but the Commission is able to such as gas mantles containing thorium. - j

| assure consideration only for comments . have not been modified since they were j

|
received on or before this date. Included in the original promulgation of )

p ApoResSEs: Mall comments or 10 CFR part 40.%ese exemptions j

| suggestions to:%e Secretary of the essentially accommodated existing i
Commission, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory pracuce. However, consistent with a
Commission, Washington, DC 20555, policy statement on consumer products

. Attention: Docketing and Service|
4 . published on March %.1965 (30 FR" '".

Branch.. . + .. ... M62), the Commission has madeVaiious'i '.

Deliver comments 10: 11555 Rockville evaluations of potential doses from
pike, Rockville, Maryland, between 7:45 exempt products to assure that !

,

| am and 4:15 pm Federal workdays. exposures from any individual exempt
| Examine copies of comments received pracuce do not exceed a small fraction
' at: the NRC Public Document Roonk of the overall recommended dose limit

2120 L Street NW. (Iower level). for the public and that the combined
Washington, DC. effect of exposures from various exempt

Copies of NUREG-1324 and NUREC/ practices does not residt in a significant j
.

CR-5881 which support this advance impact to public health and safety,%e ||
| notice may be purchased from the recent revision of to CFR part 20 - jSuperintendent of Documents U.S.

Government Printing Office P.O Box published on May 21.199F(50 FR 23300)
contains atandards fonadiation37082. Washington. DC 20013-7082.

Copies are also available from the protection and decreased values for
Nauonal Technical Information Service, permlesible concentrations in air and
5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA water effluents containing uranium and

22101. A copy is also available for thorium.nese revisions suggest the . ,

!

Inspection and/or copying at the NRC need for a reevaluation of the poteritfal i

Public Document Room. 2120 L Street, doses from exemptions because the new

NW. (lower level), Washington, DC. biological data and dose calculation
" Y " * *

FOR FURTHER INFORMAT10N CONTACT:
Catherine Mattsen Office of Nuclear standards for protection against

Regulatory Research. U.S. Nuclear radiation could result in changes in
some of the dose estimates.In addition.Regulatory Commission, Washington,

- DC 20555, telephone (301) 492-3638. various radiation protection standards
'

sUPPRMENTARY INFORMAYlON: Commission on Radiological Protection,
NUCt. EAR REGULATORY Background ' the National Council on Radiation
COMMISSION

Source material, which consists of Protection and Measurements, etc.) have
recommended reduction in overall doses10 CFR Part 40 uranium or thorium, is a naturally,

'h!N 3150-AE33
occurring low specific-activity material. to the public.nus, the Commission
The regulations in 10 CFR part 40 were decided to review the potendal doses -

tgecnsing of Source Material initially based on the assumption that from existing exemptions and to
the health and safety impacts of source reevaluate the adequacy of controls to

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory material werelow and that assure that materials and products

Commission. considerations of protecting the common distributed under an exemption do
ACTION: Advance notice pf proposed defense and security were most indeed meet the limitations provided for

rul: making. significant.Since 10 CFR part 40 was that exemption.
first promulgated on March 20,1947 (12 A preliminary analysis suggested that

suuuARY:ne Nuclear Regulatory FR 1855) by the Atomic Energy the regulstions in 10 CFR part 40
Commission (NRC)is considering Commission (AEC), the provisions of to governing the control of source material .

, cm:nding its regulations governing the CFR part 40 have not been - released for unrestricted use may be
licensing of source material and mill systematically reviewed for improved by making them more
tiilings. %e rontemplated rulemaking effectiveness and consistency with other comparable to those governing similar
would consider revisions to improve NRC (AEC) regulations except for the exemptions for I yproduct material (10
control of source material through more . overall revision of to CFR part 40 on CFR part 30).%is would result in more
specific regulation and to update the -January 14.1961 (28 FR 284) to establish specific requiremegts being imposed on
applicable requirements to conform with heensing procedures, terms, and licensees who distfibute products or
the revised standards for protection conditions for source material which materials used under an exemption and

..

______m. - _ - ______.-__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .-_ _____-__ - - - - - _ - . - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ . _ - _ - - - . - - - - - *_
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will be reevaluated along with the -s

for cpplicants for a lic"ense planning this' consideration in rulag-%Is '
discussion is categorized into the four others in parts 30 and 40. -

type efdistribution. -

%e Commission is also concerned major elements which include'all g ,,,,,gtgcg ,,,,
,

with the degree of control of material aspects of source material regulation:
-

.

cnd how it has been used under the exemptions, general licenses, specific %e issues raised concerning

generallicense in i 40.22. Therefore, the licensing for other than mills and
~ generally licensed source material are:

Commission was planning to reevaluate tallings, and milling and mill tallings. A (1) Whether the quantity of source -

this issue.
' more detailed discussion of the issues material and activities authorized in the

%e Commission has decided to addressed in this notico is contained in general license lh I 40.22 are sufficiently

rzview all of10 CFR part 40 and,in a contractor report on options for limited and defined so that the workers

p2rticular, to consider the need for rulemaking on revision of to CFR part and the general public are adequately

updating requirements pertaining to 40. NUREG/CR-5881. "An Examination protected..and

source material to make them more
of Source MaterialRequirements (2) Whether the generallicense in

"

comparable to similar requirenients for Contained in 10 CFR part 40." October i 40.25 is effective in the current
byproduct material.%e Commission is 1992. regulatory environment.

The NRC staff has been concernedals3 considering the extent to which the Exemptions
requirements in 10 CFR part 40 should with imp ving the control of material
ba updated to conform to the revised

The Commiss. ion is considen.ng used ud r generallicense, particularly
stIndards for protection against whether to propose regulations to as authorized by to CFR 40.22. General
radi: tion. Although this review has not improve the control of source material licenses are in effect without the filing of

released to unrestricted use through applications with the C.ommission or thebetn a, systematic point-by-point more specific requirements on licensees issuance of licensing documents to aanalysis of all of10 CFR part 40, the
who sell, transfer. or distribute products particular person. ne safety principleCommission has solicited questions and

concems from knowledgeable NRC or matenals to exempt persons. underlying the genera 1Iicense is based
stiff, from outside consultants, and imm Controls that will be considered to a as on t e

r'estri i onthe Agreement States.%is Advance achieve consistency with the g d n
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking requirements governing byproduct the type of activities that are permitted./

(ANPRM) presents the issues identified materialin 10 CFR part 30 include: Section 10 CFR 40.22 provides a
(1) Specific requirements on the generallicense authorizing commercial-and preliminary views. He Commission manufacturers of products, such as a and industrial firms, research.is issuing this ANpRM to solicit input

from.allinterested parties. . quality assurance program, that would educational, and medicalinstitutions
He NRC staff discussed the idea of provide assurance that the products and Federal. State.'and local

en ANpRM with the Agreement States distributed meet the specifications
government agencies to use and transfer

et a public meeting held in conjunction important tosafety, not more than 15 pounds of source .
with their October 1991 annual meeting (2) A requirement for specific license material at any one time for research,
at Sacramento, CA.By letter dated authorization to commercially distribute,

Jtnuary 3,1992, the NRC staff followed or import for comrrercial distribution, development, educational, commercial,
or operational purposes.Under this

up the meeting with a request for further products for use on a license exempt Senerallicense, a person may not
information concerning areas or issues basis, and .

receive more than a total of 150 pounds
thit should be addressed in a revision of (3) Periodic reporting by the .
to CFR part 40L Of the 28 Agreement manufacturerorimporterof the types of source materialin any one calendar i

Stxtes, a total of 15 States responded of and number of products and quantitles year.ne underlying pdnciples of the

which 7 States responded with no
' of source material distribute'd so that the generallicense are:

comment.The Agreement States that nature and extent of use is readily (1) That the source material will be
commented indicated 12 general areas available to the Commission and other used in a responsible manner by

thtt need to be evaluated.ne NRC has interested parties, institullor n and agencies; and
in addition, the Commission is (2) That it will be afforded anconsidered all general areas of concern

in the development of this ANPRM. reevaluating potential doses from appropriate degree of radiation safety

Although several States suggested materials and products which are control through the safety controls

specific changes to the current wording exempt from licensing. On the basis of applied to its use as a chemical *
of to CFR part 40. the NRC will delay this study, those exemptions with compound.ne quantity limits appear to
consideration of these specific changes significantly greater potential doses will have been established to preclude
until the initiation of a proposed rule in be further reevaluated on a cost-benefit substantial processing or production

order to collect views from a broad basis. A detern;ination will then be operations that might cause safety .

Spectrum ofinterests prior to initiating made if any particular exemptions problems for workers.In a recent
the drafting of specific regulatory should be modified or revoked.This enforcement case processed by the NRC

language.ne NRC summary of process will take some time to complete staff (SECY-92-128),8 the general
comments from the Agreement States is and. in order to have a firm basis for licensee conducted operations that,

evsilable from the staff contact listed in rulemaking the Commission may need although allowed by the regulations,
the address heading, and is'available for to obtain more complete information on were not evaluated in the development
inspection and copying for a fee in the those products and materials containing of the regulations and appear to have a
NRC public Document Room. 2120 L source material that are being potential for inappropriate rindiation
Street, NW, (Lower Level), Washington, distributed for exempt use. exposure.Therefore,in the cunent

1

While soliciting issues for regulatory environment, theseDC. usi eratin in the updating of 10 CFR conditions may no Ibnger be adequate m -

1: sues Being Considered for Proposed part 40. the issue was raised concemmg
pg the exemption of source material under . , Tws document to avail.We forinspection ndl

The following discusa, n presents the the 0.05% weight concentration or copyins ei the NRO Put>he Document Roun. 2MO o 1

m
issues identified as candidates for contained in i 40.13(a).%is exemption L Stnret. Nw. (tower LeveQ. wasMngton. DC.
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<ffording c properlev:1cf saf:tyt%e ' Qcommunity. Although the Commisslin requirem:nts f:r certain c,spectssicnW,5. . I
*
,

-, C:mmission Je conducting an anal.ysis of has not issued anylicenses authorizing ' . operation such as emergency planning , s.s - !

' -the cctivities that ar's currently- distribution under i 40.25 a6d there is ' for activities involving gmater than * t - p/
|'

Authorized in the generallicense to very limited use of comparable - specified quantitles of uranium ' i+

detennine what controls,if any, should provisions by Agreement States, there hexafluoride (UF.) and finandal k,
'

be established to improve the
.

are many industrial products and assurance and recordkeeping for R |
eff:ctiveness of this generallicense . devices used under specific licenses that decommissioning forlicensees ! :.

Since there is no reporting or w are candidates for use under the 140.25 possessing more than specified ,',. I

registration requirement imposed on generallicense, quantitles of source material. Licensing. ;
distribution of source material under %fs generallicense and the licensing requirements for milling and mill tallings 2

- this generallicense or on the users. the requirements in il 40.34 and 40.35 will are comprehensive and presented in
extint of use of this generallicense is be reviewed to determine if justifiable appendix A to 1o CFR part 40.ne .

not well known. changes could be made to make the requirements for licenses to . d

There am several actions that could generallicense more useful to the manufacture and distribute industrial !
'

1 '

be taken. either individually or in some regulatory program. Expanded use of devices and products for use under the
combination, to provide greater products and devices under this general general license in i 40.25 are spelled out -

assurance of safety under this general license would reduce the burden on both in considerable detail in 140.34(c). I
license: licensees and the NRC staff that now he requirements for issuance of ;

- (1) The Commialon could require that exists by reducing current specific specific licenses and the conditions of {
;

eithir generallicensees be registered or licensing activity. For example, source licenses specified in 10 CFR Part 40 are
' |,

th:t commercial transfers to general material used for shielding under a generally stated and applicable to all ' '

licensees be reported on a quarterly specific license may be a candidate for licenses, except for the case oflicenses b |
'

hrsis in the same manner as in to CFR use under a revised i 40.25 general involving riistribution of devices and P
32.52.nese actions would identify license. ne public is specifically invited products to be used under the general : I

users of source matenal and would to suggest mechanisms which would license in i 40.25. A number of detailed i '.
permit the implementation of an improve the effectiveness of the general conditions for these licenses are spelled I

inspection program. license, while at the sa.me time out in il 40.34 and 40.35. L
(2)The Commission could reduce the providing adequate protection of health Generally,if a categdry of use i

quantitles of source material authorized and safety, involves a number of firms conducting
under the general license to levels which L

S ecificLicensin3 similar activities, and regulatory
Pprovide greater assurance of safety, requirements can be developed which y .;

(3) He Commission could limit the The basic issue raised was whether are applicable to all users within a .,
scope of activities permitted under the licensing requirements for specific
gentrollicense to those which are less licenses should be made more specific category, it is a desirable practice to . ,

include the requirements in the f ;likily t' result in radiation exposure or detailed and whether the licensingo
problems. - requirements should be tailored to major regulation.This provides a stable r i

framework for the guidance oflicensees,
(4)The Commission could include cateFories of use. NRC staff, and other interested parties.

,

;

"

requirements that would provide IJcense requirements fallinto three llowever, except for regulationsadtquate controls over release of types:
tiflu:nt and dispcsal of radioactive (1)Information required to be governing the milling and mill tailings,

w:sta, as appropriate, and submitted to the NRC in support of an this practice is not followed with respect

(5)He Commission could require that application . to 10 CFR part 40 licenses.nere are

commercial distribution of source (2) Requirements for issuance of about 200 NRC 10 CFR part 40 licenses

mst: rial for use under the general specific licenses, and and these licenses authorire a wide

licente be performed only by a specific (3) Terms and conditions of licenses. variety of activities. Source material

licensee.nis would provide a means Section 10 CFR 40.31 states that an may also be used under specific licenses

for the Commission to require that the application may be filed on NRC Form which are primarily for byproduct
transfers be accompanied by safe 313. ** Application for Material 1Jcense.'' material. For example, a teletherapy

ha'ndling instructions or other This form requests information about license for a 3,000 Curie Co ** source

information (as in to CFR 32.71(c)). the applicant's training and experience, may also provide for the use of up to
Any new conditions on the nencral equipment and facilities, and radiation several hundred pounds of depleted -

license, such as quantity limits or protection program. flowever, the form . uranium as shielding in the teletherapy
cctivity restrictions, would be developed does not request safety information unit. Source material activities are also -
tiking into account the radiation dose specific to any given category of use. licensed by Agreement States,
limits, effluent concentrations, and Thus, the NRC staff develops regulatory Even within a given category of use, ;

waste disposal provisions of the revised guides which specify the type of the licensed activitics may have
. sttndards for theprotection against information to be provided in an significant differences. For example.

redhtion, application for a particular category of there are only two UF. production plants i

The general license in 6,40.25 governs use.The NRC staff has'also used under license and each uses a different ,

thi use of certain industrial products or - specific license conditions to control technology to convert uranium oxide to -

devices containing depleted uranium. activities conducted by licetisees within UF.,Thus, generally applicable #

This generallicense contains a certain category of use.This approach ' requirements for a category of use ,

requirements for reports from licensees enables the NRC staff to tailor the would necessarily be general in nature
of distribution for use under the general licensing requirements necessary for and specific requirements related to the -
lic:nse and for registration certificates health and safety to the particular. Individual licensee's activity would still-
from these generallicensees. Anissue activities being pr6 posed by an need to be imposed.

'

,

|

with this general license is its possible applicant. Given the broad nature of the uses of ;

lack of effectiveness and lack of liowever, other provisions in to CFR eource material, it is'not clear whether -

und rstanding by the regulated part 40 specify detailed information there is a sufficient benefit from *
,

I

,

_
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. - consider an amendment to thedeveloping more specific licensing Mills and M111 Tallings i
criteria for loclusion in the regulation Six issues in the area of mills ~ nd mill regulations to, incorporate the guidance.

-
a

'The third issue concerns initiation of athat would be based on category of use. tallings have received recent attention
llowever, as indicated in the discussion by the Commission. In general, these rulemaking to amend to CFR part 40,

of to CFR part 40 exempt products, there issues have been addressed by the NRC appendix A to confonn the !

may be a need to impose certain staff and regulatory positions have been Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
requirements on licensees established. In a few cases, the NRC proposed amendments to its regulations
manufacturing and distributing exempt staff have suggested that rule changes in 40 CFR part 192, subpart D. EPA has

products to assure a proper level of be made to reflect these NRC staff . initiated the process, based on ;

safety.There may also be a need to regulatory positions. consensus-building discussions, to

impose certain requirements on The first issue concerns the use of rescind the National Emission Standards ,

licensees who commercially distribute feed materials other than natural ore in forHazardous AirPollutants
,

source material for use under the uranium mills.The Commission allows (NESHAPs) for radionuclide emissions
general license in i 40.22. The NRC may the use of materials other than natural . from uranium mill tailings disposal sites

also consider an additional change to ore to be used by mills to extract source (limited to those sites licensed by the
add sealed sources and devices material and has developed a definition NRC or an Agreement State. not those
containing source material that are used of or'e as "a natural or native matter that sites under the control of the
under a specific license to the Sealed may be mined and treated for the Department of Energy)in subpart T of 40

Source and Device Registry System. extraction of any of its constituents or CFR part St.One result of these

This change would be consistent with any other matter from which source consensus-building discussions was

comparable provisions for sources and materialis extracted in a licensed completion of a staff-level Memorandum

devices containing byproduct material uranium or thorium mill." This definition of Understanding (MOU) which

in i i 30.32(g) and 32.210. assures that the tailings resulting from establishes the process whereby EPA

the extraction of source material from will rescind 40 CFR part 61, subpart T
Separate from this effort, an NRC staff

feed material other than natural ore based on a determination that the NRC's
task force has recently completed a

meets the definition of byproduct regulatory program protects pubhc
review of approaches to regulating
materials licensees: " Proposed Method material, which is "the tailings or health with an ample margm of safety.

wastes produced by the extraction or The MOU was signed by NRC, EPA. and
for Regulaung Major Materials concentration of uranium or thorium the Agreement States regulating
1.icenses " NUREG-1324' published for from any ore processed primarily for its uranium mill talhngs sites (Colorado,
comment in February 1992. He intent of source material content, including Texas, and Washington) and published
this review was to exemine all facets of discrete surface wastes resulting from by EPA on October 25,1991(56 FR
the exi ting regulatory methods, uranium sciution extraction processes." 55434). Supported by the MOU, EPA
unfettered by any existing regulations, The words *' processed primarily for its published a Proposed Stay of
guidance, and resource limitations, and source material content" are important Effectiveness of subpart T in the Federal
propose an ideal method for regulating in preventing " sham disposal." or the Register on October 25,1991 (56 FR
large materials licensees.The task force addition oflow level or mixed waste to 55432). On December 31,1991. EPA
found that for the most part the mill feedstock in order to dispose of it in published a Final Stay of Effectiveness
regulations on which the licensing of the tailings impoundment as byproduct (56 FR 67537) and a Proposed Rule to
large matenals processors are based material.The NRC staff has published Rescind (56 FR 67501) for 40 CFR part 61,
provide safeguards against theft or guidance on this issue for comment (57 subpart T. and an Advance Notice of
sabotage of special nuclear matenal and FR 20525: May 13,1992). Depending on Proposed Rulemaking for 40 CFR part
protection against exposure of workers the staff's evaluation of the comments 192, subpart D (56 FR 67509). EPA is
and the public to radiation and received, the Commission may propose proceeding with additional rulemaking
radioactive materials. However, the task adding this definition of ore to the activities to achieve sole regulatory
force believed that improvements in the regulations in to CFR part 40 in the responsibility for NRC and its
area of process safety and managerial future. Agreement States over subpart T mill
controls should be considered and The second issue concems requests tailings sites.
identified. The task force also identified by mill licensees to dispose of waste The Commission intends to revise
potential regulatory changes applicable materials that do not meet the definition appendix A of10'CFR part 40 to conform
to major material processors. Ilowever, of byproduct materialinto tallings to EPA's revised 40 CFR 192 standards
these are idealized recommendations impoundments.ne NRC staff has and will proceed with this rulemaking
without cost / benefit considerations. The prepared and published guidance for concurrent with EPA's rulemaking.The
NRC staff is developing an reviewing these requests for comment NRC rulemaking will address the timing
implementation plan that willidentify (57 FR 20525; May 13.1992).The of closure activities and measurement of
priorities for future action.lf the guidance assures that'only material radon emissions to confirm compliance
implementation plan determines that physically comparable to 10 CFR part 40 with the 20 pCi/m's radon emission
changes to to CFR part 40 are byproduct materialis disposed of in standard (Criterion 6 of appendix A). In
appropriate, these changes would be tailings impoundments, that the material view of the need for concurrent action
applicable to relatively few 10 CFR part is not covered by EPA standards for with EPA in the rulemaking, action on
40 licensees. it may be appropriate to hazardous or toxic wastes, that there is this is being undertaken separately from

,

consider such changes in conjunction no significant environmental impact, other issues discussed in this ANPRM. j

with any comparable changes being that appendix A is complied with, that ne fourth issue concems the
considered for 10 CFR parts 30 and 70. the Department of Energy be informed licensing of a commercial disposal site
Comments received on NUREG-1324 and have an opportunity to comment ~ for mill tallings,(neluding wastes from.

will be considered by the NRC staff and that the authorization constitutes a - in-situ extraction operations. The
developing any future rulemakings license amendment. If many requests of licensing requirements for mill tailings
concerninF to CFR part 40. this type are made, the NRC staff will in 10 CFR part 40 are primarily intended
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txddress the situation where the amended, to ensure that its general l 40.22 generallicenseesdn'cludinhhst\
*

.m.

~ tillings disposal operation is directly requirements for the management of materialis transferred, th,e identity of,V 1
,

essociated with a source material uranium mill tallings are comparable to the generallicensee, and a point of - }
'

cxtt:ction operation. A commercial EPA requirements applicable to similar contact for the generallicensee, and

t:llings disposal activity may be wastes under the Solid Weste Disposal (3) nat distribution of source- .

ind1 pendent of any extraction process . ~Act (SWDA).In the Supplementary material to persons exempt from
end thus comparable in certain respects information for the final rule (52 FR licensing and to persons using the I

to a low level radioactive waste 43562: November 13,1987) amending general license in i 40.21be made under !

disposal site. This facility would serve NRC regulations to incorporate epa's a specificlicense, 3

to cid the reduction of the number of ground-water protection requirements, Comparable action on the part of the
sm:ll disposal sites and provide the Commission noted that the Agreement States for item (2) would
additional options for disposal of wastes rulemaking action was limited to likely be necessary. ,

from in-situ extraction operations incorporating requirements legally The information obtained as a result 1

consistent with Criterion 2 of appendix imposed by 40 CFR part 192 into NRC of this first rulemaking would provide a
A.%e authority to license a separate rules. ne Commission also noted that a basis for determining what additional
commercial disposal site under 10 CFR future rulemaking would probably be changes are appropriate. Further dealing
part 40 is not clearly stated in to CFR necessary to fully satisfy the with the issues of specific licensees
pirt 40.%e Commission recently issued comparability requirement of section other than mills, general licensees, and
an order providing for the issuance of a 84a[3] of the Atomic Energy Act, as exemptions would depend on.
specific license under la CFR part 40 for amended.ne notice pointed to developing a better data base and ,

such an operation and intends to acknowledged technical difficulties with would not be undertaken until this was i

consider amendments to 10 CFR part 40 the provisions of 40 CFR part 264 as a achieved. .|
to specifically cover this activity in principal reason for delaying Issues related to mills could be dealt

* '

ord:t to eliminate the need for issuing conformance actson. Finally, the - with sooner if handled separately from I

ordits in the future.The Commission Commission stated that the question of these other issues. However, the NRC I.

will consider applying appendix A to 10 when to initiate rulemaking would be staffis uncertain at this time as to
CFR part40 and whether additional reassessed periodically. In 1989, the whether the changes to,10 CFR part 40
requirements consistent with 10 CFR Commission evaluated the degree of related to mills warrant a separate . I
part 61 are appropriate. comparability but has not reached rulemaking. As the scope of rulemaking 1

agreement with EPA on what further in the area of uranium mills develops,
The fifth issue concerns the disposal - action,if any,is appropriate.%e

the NRC staff will determine if these iof wzste from in-situ leaching
operItions.The NRC staff has prepared Cmnmission wul again review the issues should be dealt with separately.

'

a position paper establishing a course of situation and explore the need for . Any further separation oflasues will
action for both the NRC ataff and the furthenulemaking with EPA. be detennined after a clearer definition
licensee to follow in dealing with a Additional Considerations of the scope of rulemaking in each area
proposal to dispose of in-situ wastes on in addition to the substantive issues, is developed'and will depend on the..
site This position paper was reproduced the Commission will consider ways that timing of resolution of the various issues
as cppendix E to NUREC/CR-5881.%e to CFR part 40 could be made clearer or involved. ;

siti p r amplifies the prinoples otherwise easier to implement, such as Request for information and Comment
# "" ""8 * *'CFP part 40, concerning reducing ' The Commission specifically seeks

perpetual surveillance operations by Options for Rulemakio2 comment in a number of areas.These
avoiding, to the extent practicable. The staffis pursuing consideration of relate primarily to obtaining more
proliferation of small waste disposal an overall revision to lo CFR part 40 to detailed information on how the
sites.The position paper provides deal with all of the described issues and exemptions in to CFR part 40 and the
Fuldance to both the NRC staff and areas in a comprehensive fashion. As general license in i 40.22 are used. The
licensees for dealing with the disposal of noted in the Background Section, the information would assist the
in. situ waste on site. Basically, it NRC has not undertaken a Commission in preparing proposed
provides for interim (up to 5 years) on- comprehensive revision of 10 CFR part amendments that would provide for the
site storage of waste in those cases ,40 since 1961. However, the NRC staff is protection of health and safety with the
where it is demonstrated that there is no also considering alternatives to a least impact on the conduct of activities
prtcticable off site disposal option comprehensive rulemaking based upon related to these provisions of 10 CFR
available and that on-site disposal is the timing and efficiency of dealing with part 40.
feasible.During the third year of the certain issues. For example, depending (1) The Commission requests
interim storage period. If no off-site on the nature and extent ofinformation information and comments from -

disposal became available, the NRC obtained in response to this notice, s . licensees who distribute source material
stiff would consider a request for simple rdlemaking may be initiated - ' to exempt persons.In the case of
pIrmanent on-site disposal. By the end designed to obtain better information on manufacturers or importers of products,
of the third year of interiin storage, the products and rnaterials being distributed the Commission is interested in
licznsee is to propose a suitable on-site for use under an exemption and for use information on the type and amount of
disposal design for NRC review and under the generallicense in 140.22.This source materialin each product,its
approval.The Commission will consider rule could require:

~

chemical and physical form, the number
whether these provisions should be (t) Annualreports from specific of products currently distributed
incorporated into Criterion 2 of. licensees as to the types and number of annually and in the recent past, as well
appendix A to to CFR part 40. products and quantities of source as a projection of distribution in the

The sixth issue concerns the material distributed for exempt use, next .ew years. The, Commission is also
obligation of the NRC under section (2) Quarterly reports from specific interested in informbtion on the type,'
Ma(3) of the Atomic Energy Act, as licensees about commercial transfers to quantity, and form of the source
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material distributed by distributors of For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
mr.terials exempted under il 40.13 (a). Samuel J. Chllk.1
(b), and (c)(1)(vi). Secretaryofthe Commission.-

(2)%e Commission requests [FR Doc. 92-20094 Filed 10-27-02: 8:45 am]
information and comments from entmio cooe rsoo.es-as
licensees who distribute source material
for use under the generallicense in

,

9 40.22 and also from users of that
g:nital license. From distributors. the
Commission is interested in information
on the type, the quantity, and the
chimical and physical forms of source
material distributed annually, including
the number of shipments in the past 3
yetts and the approximate quantity per
shipment. From users of the general
licznse, the Commission is interested in
information on the types of activities

' '

conducted under this generallicense
and on the quantities of material needed
for those activities.

(3) With respect to the general license
in i 40.25 the Commission seeks
information on how this provision of the

,

regulations might be made more useful.

(4)%e structure and format of the
revisions to 10 CFR part 40 will be
determined at a later date based in part
on the ultimate scope of rulemaking,
flowever, commenters may wish to
comment on the pros and cons of
options such as:

a. Creation of a separate part for
generallicensing of source material

-

- comparable to 10 CFR part 31 or for .

minnfacturers or those transferring for
the first time products containing source
material for sale or distribution
comparable to 10 CFR part 32.

b. Creation of subparts within to CFR
ptrt 40 covering these same subjects
and/or containing specific requirements
for particular classes of specific
licensees.

Commenters are, of course, welcome
to provide comments on any issue
raised in this notice, discussions

'
contained in NUREG/CR-5881, or any
othir issue related to updating the
regulations contained in 10 CFR part 40.
Comments which include the rationale
for the suggestions or views will be
especially useful.

Ilst of Subjects in 10 CFR Part 40
.

.

Criminal penalty, Covernment
: contracts,llazardous materials---
tr nsportation. Nuclear matcrials,
Reporting and recordkeeping j

requirements. Source material, and
i

Urznlum. - |
Authorlty: Sec.101. Pub.1. 83-703,68 Stat.

g ,

948. as amended (42 U.S C. 2201); sec. 201. *

Pub. L 93-438, as Stat.1242 as amended (42 i

U.S.C. 5841).
,

Dated at Rockville Maryland, this 22nd |

dry of October 1991.

.;
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SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND STAFF RESPONSES

Exemotions - Part 40 contains approximately 20 specific exemptions from
licensing which cover such items as gas mantles, electric lamps, glassware,
optical lenses, and photographic film.

Licensina reauirements for distributors

Comments. There was general support for improving the control of
material / products distributed for exempt use. Several commenters supported
specific licensing and reporting requirements for distributors.

Staff response. The staff continues to believe that commercial distributors
of materials transferred from licensed status for exempt use should be
specifically licensed to do so in order that the staff can assure that
products / materials distributed meet any applicable constraints in the
regulations. Also, annual reporting of materials / products that are
distributed should be required. This will provide more information concerning
each practice as well as providing the data necessary to evaluate the net
impact of all exemptions on the public.

Comments. A number of the commenters were also in favor of labelling of
products to be sure that the user is informed that the product contains
radioactive material. A few mentioned QA as important.

Staff response. Such other controls on commercial distribution as: (1)
information required from the distributor on safety of design of products, (2)
QA programs submitted for approval, and (3) labelling of products (or point,.
of-sale packages) can best be determined on an exemption-by-exemption basis
after more information is obtained concerning the products / materials
distributed.

Specific exemptions

Comments. With regard to the exemptions themselves, there was support to .
retain them but also to review them to assure that public health and safety
were adequately protected. The particular exemptions that received attention

source material under 0.05% weight concentration, thoriated weldingwere:
rods, unrefined and unprocessed ore, and gas mantles. Two commenters
expressed strong concerns with regard to the hazards to welders from thoriated
welding rods; one of the two requested an immediate ban.

,

Staff response. Decisions on modification or deletion of existing exemptions
should only be made after further progress is made in the reevaluation of
these exemptions. Priority is being given to the completion of analyses for
those exemptions for which concerns were raised. Nothing in the comments or
the preliminary information available from the assessment of exemptions '

demonstrates the need for an immediate ban (deletion of the exemption allowing
use only under license) on thoriated welding rods.

1 Enclosure 2
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General Licenses

6 40.22 General license - This general license authorizes commercial and
industrial firms, research, educational, and medical institutions and Federal,
State, and local government agencies to use and transfer not more than
15 pounds of source material at any one time (no more than 150 pounds total to
be received per calendar year) for research, development, educational,
commercial, or operational purposes.

Comments. There was general support for improving the control of materials
distributed for use under the general license in s 40.22, as well as for the
need to retain the general license. There were a variety of views on
approaches for improving control of materials distributed for use under
5 40.22. One commenter suggested specific revised quantity limits that would
accommodate the predominant uses of this general license. Two commenters were
in favor of a tiered approach leaving the limits unchanged for those using
this general license who are also specific licensees (and not exempt from
Parts 19, 20, and 21).

Staff response. The staff continues to believe that commercial distributors
of materi&1 for use under the 5 40.22 general license should be specifically
licensed to do so. The staff also believes that quarterly reporting by the
distributors, which includes the identity of the general licensees, should be
required. This approach to monitoring general license use is considered
adequate in this case and less burdensome than the alternative of registration
by the general licensee. Although a tiered approach or lower quantity limits
(or further limitations on uses) are reasonable alternatives to consider,
there is not adequate information on the use of this general license to ,

determine the optimum quantity limits or estimate the impacts of such an
action. Identifying the general licensees would allow for the monitoring of
the use of material under the general license and distribution of safety
information so as to assure that health and safety are adequately protected in
the interim, and provide a firm basis for a more effective change to E 40.22
at a later date (in the phase 11 rulemaking).

6 40.25 General license - This general license governs the use of I
certain industrial products or devices containing depleted uranium. |

Comments. One commenter suggested an improvement to the general license in -|
s 40.25 would be to better accommodate the use of depleted uranium shielding i
on accelerators used for medical purposes.

Staff response. In the case of the f 40.25 general license, both (1)
reporting of the identity of the general licensee by the distributor and (2)
registration by the general licensee is currently required. Consistent with
the approach to 9 40.22 planned for the phase II rulemaking, the staff will
also consider dropping the requirement for registration by the general j
licensee as an unnecessary administrative burden. The staff may also consider i

ways that shielding could more easily be accommodated under this general j
license so that this provision would be more useful to the regulatory program. .'

2 Enclosure 2
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Specific Licenses (other than mills)

Comments. Most commenters agreed that more specific requirements geared
toward the type of specific licensee (beyond those discussed above for
distributors of exempt or generally licensed materials) were not necessary.
One supported the addition concerning the Sealed Source and Device Registry.

Staff response. The staff continues to believe that the addition of a
provision for the Sealed Source and Device Registry to Part 40 is appropriate
to formalize existing administrative practice to include the small-number of
devices and sealed sources that use source material and that no other rule
changes are needed at the present time for other specific licensees beyond
those previously planned.

Comments. No comments were received concerning NUREG-1324, " Proposed Method
for Regulating Major Materials Licensees," which was referenced in the ANPRM.

Staff response. SECY-92-337, which presented staff plans resulting from
NUREG-1324, suggested future rule changes which would apply to a few Part 40
licensees. It appears more efficient for staff efforts to address only those
issues identified through this reevaluation and not incorporate any planned
regulatory changes from that program for those Part 40 major material
licensees. Instead, staff intends to separately propose additional changes to
Part 40 for licensees which operate large materials processing facilities
commensurate with the changes being developed for licensees operating special
nuclear material processing facilities under a Part 70 license. This may be
reconsidered in the future.

.

Mills and Mill Tailinas

Comments. A number of commenters provided extensive discussion of the six
milling issues mentioned in the ANPRM. Much of this discussion, however,
focused on the content of staff guidance referenced in the ANPRM involving
three of the issues: alternate feed materials, disposal of non-lle.(2)
byproduct material, and disposal of waste from in-situ leaching operations.
The comments did not support further actions for rulemaking other than had
been suggested in the ANPRM. There was support for: (1)-incorporating a
definition of ore in the regulations (although not all commenters agreed with
the Commission's working definition mentioned in the ANPRM at 57 FR 48752);
(2) including appropriate requirements for licensing an independent commercial
tailings disposal site; and (3) conforming Appendix A of Part 40 to EPA
regulations in.40 CFR Part 192, Subpart D to ultimately achieve sole
responsibility of NRC and the Agreement states over tailings impoundments
through EPA's subsequent rescission of 40 CFR Part 61, Subpart' T.

Staff response. Comments concerning the specifics of the three guidance
documents mentioned above will be considered by the staff in subsequent
actions related to these documents. Guidance concerning two of these issues,
alternate feed materials and disposal of non-lle.(2) byproduct material, was
published May 13, 1992 for public comment. The staff has analyzed those
comments and prepared a draft Commission paper containing revisions to the
staff guidance. That action has been delayed, however, because of a question

3 Enclosure 2
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regarding the applicability of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act to
source material in terms of the exclusion of source, special nuclear, and
byproduct material from the definition of solid waste. The staff has been
analyzing this issue and preparing a position for Commission consideration in
a separate action.

Consistent with earlier Commission direction (in response to SECY-91-347), the
staff plans to add a definition of ore to Part 40 to provide flexibility in
the regulations for the use of alternate feed materials in the routine
processing activities at mills rather than case-by-case approval. This effort
will be coordinated with the ongoing related work on the guidance documents.
The staff also believes that regulations applicable to an independent
commercial tailings disposal site should be clarified in Part 40. Only one
application (from Envirocare) has been received to date; however, based on a
number of inquiries to the licensing staff, more are expected. Clarification
in the rule will simplify the licensing process and eliminate the need for
Commission approval of standards for each licensing action. The staff also
plans to develop a standard review plan for this type of licensing action.

As indicated in the ANPRM, the staff is pursuing amendments to Appendix A of
Part 40 for uranium mill tailings impoundments as a separate rulemaking action
concurrent with EPA rulemakings to revise 40 CFR Part 192, Subpart D and to
rescind the National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants for
radioactive emissions from uranium mill tailings disposal sites in Subpart T
of 40 CFR Part 61. NRC's rulemaking is intended to conform Appendix A to
EPA's recent revisions to 40 CFR Part 192, Subpart D. The proposed rule was
transmitted to the Commission on September 2,1993 (SECY-93-249) and published
in the Federal Reaister November 3, 1993. Because of the need for concurrent
action with EPA's actions in this area, this rulemaking needed to remain
separate and given the highest priority of the efforts addressed by this plan.

Other Issues: Three issues were mentioned that go beyond the scope of simply
amending Part 40:

Comment. One commenter suggested working for uniform labelling requirements
for products on a global basis.

Staff response. Efforts would be needed to encourage the development of
international standards. In the rulemakings included in this plan, the need
for labelling requirements will be addressed on a case-by-case basis.
However, the staff would attempt to be_ flexible enough so as not to
unnecessarily cause conflicts with labelling requirements of other countries.

Comment. A few licensees expressed concern that they not bear the cost of NRC
work on Part 40 not affecting them through increases in their fees.

.taff response. A brief description of the approach to equitably setting fees
will be included in the more detailed comment response that will accompany
rulemaking.

4 Enclosure 2
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Comment. Two commenters suggested that NRC establish more flexible
_ groundwater standards for Title II sites consistent with EPA proposed
standards for Title I mill tailings sites.

Staff response. NRC's rules for its Title II sites must conform to EPA's
generally applicable standards for Title 11 sites. Thus, the Commission may
not develop more flexible standards for Title II sites comparable to those
referenced for Title I sites, unless the applicable EPA standards are first
revised in a similar manner.

Options for Rulemakina

Comment. Only one commenter addressed the options for rulemaking indicating
that issues pertaining to mining and milling should be addressed in rulemaking
separate from those regarding exemptions and general licenses since the
regulated community for the two areas are different.

Staff Response. As reflected in this plan, the staff agrees,

b

5 Enclosure 2
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OUTLINE OF PLAN FOR UPDATING PART 40

Non-Mill Issues - Phase I (To be referred to as " Distribution of Source and.

Byproduct Material: Licensing and Reporting Requirements."): Proposed to-
EDO for signature, 1/95; Final to EDO, 12/95

Exemptions-

Require commercial distribution of source materials / products to-

exempt persons to be made under a specific license
Require annual reporting of quantities of source materials / products-

distributed for exempt use
Revise 5 year reporting in Part 32 to annual reporting (for-

distribution of 11e(1) byproduct material under Part 30 exemptions)
General licenses-

Require commercial distribution of source material to be used under-

5 40.22 to be made under a specific license
Require quarterly reporting of quantities of materials distributed-

for use under 9 40.22 including identity of general licensee and
point of contact

Other specific licensees-

Add provision for the Sealed Source and Device Registry for certain-

sources and devices containing source material

Non-Mill Issues - Phase II (details to be determined based on information.

obtained as a result of Phase I): Proposed to Commission, 12/97; Final to
Commission,12/98

,

Exemptions :-

Determine which exempt products should be manufactured under an-

approved QA plan
Determine which exempt products should be labelled as containing-

radioactive material
Possibly include revisions to specinc exemptions (This would depend .

-

on the timing and outcome of the systematic reevaluation of '

exemptions. If the reassessment shows a significant health and
safety problem with an exemption, it would be addressed sooner.) .

General licenses 1-

Modify quantity limits, uses allowed, or structure of 9 40.22, as-

appropriate !

Consider removing requirement for registration of 9 40.25 general -l
-

licensees and other ways to improve the usefulness of this general :

license I
Other specific licensees '

-

No changes unless decision to incorporate effort from NUREG-1324 i
-

1

Mill issues - Conformance with 40 CFR Part 192, Subpart 0: Published 5/94.

Mill issues - All others: Schedule to be determined.

Add definition of " ore" - related to alternative feed materials-

Add specifics applying to independent commercial tailings disposal-

,

Clarify Criterion 1 of Appendix A to indicate that siting considerations i
-

are different in the case of existing tailings impoundments and i

potential new impoundments; consider whether a similar clarification may I

be appropriate to other criteria j

Enclosure 3


